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(57) ABSTRACT 

An integrated health care delivery network with enabling 
Software and network technology to maximize bed resources, 
manage varying census levels, and avoid patient diversions 
through real-time monitoring, automation and communica 
tion, is disclosed. Preferably, the present invention is embod 
ied in a bed management system that interfaces with and 
complements existing Admission/Discharge/Transfer (ADT) 
systems. The bed management system is an easy-to-use busi 
ness intelligence application that is designed to allow admin 
istrators, clinicians and managers to easily access, analyze 
and display real-time patient and bed availability information 
from ancillary information systems, databases and spread 
sheets. It enables users to see trends and relationships in 
hospital (bed) management data directly from their desktop 
personal computers. 
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segment Sequence Field Nane 
MeSSade Header (MSH 4. SerdinC Facilit 
MSH 7 MeSSage Date & Tine 

62 MeSSace We D 
Trigger Event DD 

MSH O Message Contro D 
MSH Processing Dntrol iD 
Patient identification (PD) 3.1 Patient ID Internal ID 
PD 5.1 Patient Last Name 
PD 5.2 Patient First Nafne 
PD 5.3 Patient Middle Name initia 
PD - Patient Suffix 

64 PD 5.5 Patient Prefix 
PD 5.6 Patient Degree 
PD 7 Patient Date and line of Birth 
PD 8 Patient Sex 
PD 7 Patient Religion 
PD 18. Patient ACCount Number D 
PD 9 Patient Social Security Number 
Patient Visit PW 2 Patient Class 

Assigned Patient location Nurse Unit 
6O 

PV 3.3 
PW 3.4 
PV 3.5 

Admission Type 
Attending Physician D 

PV A.2 Attending Physician Last Name 
PV 7.3 Attending Physician First Name 
PW 4 Attendino Physiciar Middle Nane 

66 PV F.5 Attending Physician Suffix 
Attending Physician Prefix 

PW ag Referrino Physician First Narne 
PW Referrino Physician Middle Name 
PV Referring Physician Suffix 
PV1 8.6 Referring Physician Prefix 
PW Referrino Physician Decree 
PV O Hospital Service 
PV A. Admit Source 
PV 5 Ambulatorv Status 
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BED table: 
BED PosPresisol Text(18) NULL Positive Pressure isolation Required? 
BED Lastupdate Delime NULL. Date and time of last update 
BED CreateDate DateTime NULL. Date record created 
BED NearNursestation YesNo NULL Near Nursing Station? 
BED Monitor YesNo NULL Patient Monitor 
BED Overflow YesNo NULL Overflow bed 
BED SecurityPrecautions YesNo NULL Security available for this bedlocation 
BED Sitter Yes/no NULL Sitter available for this bed/location 
BED Name Text(50) NULL Common name of bed 
BED Negressol Text(10) NULL Negative Pressure isolation Required? 
BED Bedd exct(10) NULL Unique bed identifier (PK) 
BED CreateUser Text(50) NULL User that created record 
BED RoomID Text(10) NULL Relationship to Room (FK) 
BED Status Text(50) NULL Status of the bed 

Text(10) NULL Unique ID 
Text(50) NULL User that last updated record 

FIG. 6A 

MESSAGE TABLE: 
MESSAGE MessageID integer NOT NULL 
MESSAGE Message Text(255) NULL 

NOTES TABLE: O 

|NOTES Notestd integer NOT NULL 
NOTES Note Memo NULL 

F.G. 6C 
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PANT AB II: 
PATIENT UpdateDate NULL | Date and time record was last 

updated 
PATENT PreAdriateBM) NULL | 
PATIENT DischargeDate NULL. Date & Time patient was 

discharged 
PATIENT DischargeDateADT NULL | 
PATIENT DischargeDatekBMD NULL | 
PATENT PreAdmitate AD Date? Time NU 
PATENT PreAdriate Date?ime Date & Time patient was 

readmitted if a 
PATENT DOB Date?ime NU 
PATENT Arritate Date? ine NULL |Date & Time patient was 

admitted 
PATENT Admit DateAD 
PATENT AdmitateBMD Date? ine 
PATENT 

PATENT SitterNeeded es/No NULL Sitter required? 
PATENT NoteSD integer NU 

Required? 
PATENT MRSA es/No NU VRSA? 
PATIENT MonitorNeeded Yes/No NU 
PATENT Contact so Yes/No NULL Contact isolation Required? 
PATENT VRE ENER 
PATENT Pos resiso N NULL is Pressure isolation 

Reduired? 
integer NU 
es/No NULL atient Pregnant? 

Single NULL atient's Length Of Stay 
ext(10) NULL Patient Type (inpatient or 

account Nurnber ext (50) NULL Hospital's account # for this 
patient visit 

DischargeDisposition ext(10) NULL. Discharge Disposition (i.e., 

PATENT 
PA 
PATENT 
PATENT 

Message D 
Pregnant 
LengthOfStay 
PatientType 

ut t 

i. 
PATENT 

PATENT 
went home. Skilled nursino 

at transferred to other 
facility, expired, etc. 

PATENT AD Service ext(50) NULL Service as reported by ADT Patient fossive also | Nu supervao 
current location (FK 

D 

E N T 

PATENT ext(10) NUL Admitting Physician D Number 
PATENT Patient ext(10) NULL Unique Patient ID for this 

application (PK) 
PATENT LOCAdmitted to ext(50) NULL location that patient was 

admitted to 
PATIENT Medical RecordNumber Text(50) NU Patient's Aedica Record 

Number 

F.G. 6D 
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FIG. 6D(cont.) 
PATIENT Gender ext (50) NULL Gender (Sex) 
PATENT First Nare ex5O NULL First Name 
PATENT Middenitia ext (50) NULL Middle initial 
PATENT ttending Drame ext{O NULL 
PATENT rnbulanceStatus ext O NU 
PATENT PatientClass ext O NU 
PATIENT Attending Drun ext(iO) NU 
PATIENT SocialSecurit ext O NU 
PATENT PrimaryService ext 50 NU Primary Service 
PATIENT Triage level ext (50) NULL Triage Level (Values from 

Lookup table) 
PATENT AdriSource ext (50) NULL Location that patient was 

admitted via (PA. D. etc 
PATIENT ServicingFacility ext (50) NU 
PATIENT Admit Symptoms ext (30) NU 
PATIENT SecondaryService ext (50) NUL Secondary Service 
PATIENT Unit) ext (10) NULL if no bed is available, unit 

patient is assigned to. 
PATIENT Admitting DrMame ext (10) NU 
PATENT Pindicator ext (10) NULL 
PATIENT UpdateUser ext (10) NULL User that last updated record 
PATIENT Religion ext (O) NU 
PATIENT Referring DrNum ext (10) NU 
PATENT Referring Dr.Manne ext O NU 
PATIENT Status ext (50) NULL Patient Status (Values from 

Lookup table) 
PATENT LastName ext (50) NU Last Name 
PATIENT UnitDischargeFrom ext (50) NULL location that patient was 

discharged from 
PATENT Airlission. We ext (O) NU 
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PATIENT SCHEDULE TABLE: 
PATIENT SCHEDULE Event ext(8) NULL 

SMS entered Date for 
this event 

PATIENT SCHEDULE ADTEntered Date DateTime NUL 

event. 
DateTime NULL 

at this event. 
PATIENT SCHEDULE ExpectedDatefrom Date? Time NOT NULL. Date this event is 

espected to begin. 
NULL Actual Date Out for thi 

event. 

PATIENT SCHEDULE Daten 

PATIENT SCHEDULE ExpectedDateTo 

PATIENT SCHEDULE Date0Lut 

PATIENT SCHEDULE Unit) Text(10) INULL 
PATIENT SCHEDULE Event Text(18) NULL Event 

ADT Assigned, 
BMD Assigned, 
BMD Requested, 
ADT Temp, 
BMD Temp, 
ADT Discharged, 
BMD Discharged. 

Text(10) NULL 
Text(10) NOT NULMust have valid 

Patient ID from Patient 
Table. 

NULL Date and time of last update 
NULL Date record Created 
NULL O 
NULL. Unique room identifier 
NULL User that last updated record 

PATIENT SCHEDULE Bed 

PATIENT SCHEDULE PatientiD 

ROOM TABLE: 
RooM astupdate DateTime 
ROOM CreateDate DateTime 
ROOM Status Text(18) 

Text(10) 
ROCM Updateuser Text(50) 

FIG. 6E 

RooM Unit ID Text(to) NULL unique ID 
RooM Name Text(50) NULL Label commonly used to refer to this roo 
ROOM createUser Text(50) NULL User that created record 

FIG. 6F 
UNIT TABLE: 

UNIT CreateUser ext(50) NULL User that created record 
UNT Name text{50) NULL Common name of unit 
UNIT Unit exto) NULL Unique ID 

FIG. 6G 
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UNT SERVICE TABLE: 
UNT SERVICE 
UNIT SERVICE NULL 

MISC. ABLES: 
Apo ar- status texts) NULL 
LPATENT STATUS Status Text(18) NULL 

Event Text(18) NOT NULL 
status Text(18) NULL | 
ServiceID Text(10) INULL service 

VL SERVICE 
WLU STATUS 

ate and time of last update 
Read user access level (Oca) 
Default value for attributes of nun range type Default value for attributes of nun range type 

ger ighest valid value for attributes of num range 
type 

a mass as integer Lowest valid value for attributes of num range type 
Attribute Attribute write level NULL Write/Change user access level (Orall) 
Attribute Notes text{50) Free text to describe attribute, if necessary 

Assessment logic Text(50) NULL Logicidentifierto be used when determining 
patient assignment to beds (Nearest, Highest, 
Equal, Active, etc.) 

Attribute label Description of attribute 
Unit summary method Text(50) NULL Method identifier to be used when 

summarizing attributa at the Unit level 
O (Average, Count non-zero, etc) 

XAttribute Attribute type ext(50) NULL nurn range of alpha list 
Attribute required Text(50) IULL Attribute tables that require this attribute 

(U,R,B,P-concaterated) 

F.G. 6 
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XATRETEWAEAEE 

System Primary 
Key 
Attribute waite 
write level 
Attribute default 
value usage 
Attribute label 

bute Value Autober 

User access level required to 
assign an attribute this value 
Tables where this attribute value 
is to be used as a default 

Description of this attribute 
Attribute value ables where this attribute value 

bute Value usage Text (50) is valid 

XAttribute Value 

XAttribute Value 
bute Value 

Byte 

Text(50). 

3. ATRETE A3: 
y Bed Attribute Last update Date? Time NULL Date and time of last update 
yBed Attribute System Primary Key AutoNumber NUL. 
yBed Attribute Attribute label ext (50) NU Nares of attribute 
Bed Attribute Bed FD Text (50 NU Unique identifier 

yBed Attribute Attribute used as value ext{5O) NJ Value based on actual inherited 
usage 

Attribute intrinsic value Text(50) Walue assigned 

F.G. 6 
yed Attribute 

yEVENT TABLE. 
yEvent System D Datefine NJ Date and time stamp via system clock 
yEvent Message DT Catefire NUL. Date and time stamp via via essage 

(if appropriate 
yvent Systern Primary Key AutoNumber NUL. 

Encrypted User D NJ Encrypted User D 
yEvent Attribute label text(50) NULL Attribute affected (if appropriate) 

NULL-System event code 
Unique identifier of unit, room or bed 

Lt. (if appropriate) 
LL Unique patient D (if appropriate) 

ext (50) NJ Data value associated with this event 

F.G. 6M 

yEvent Location D 
yEvent Patient D 
y Event Event data 

yPATIENTATTRIBUTE TABLE: 
yPatient Attribute Last update me NUL. Date and time of last update 
yPatient Attribute Attribute priority Byte NUL 0-ignore, 1-ow.2-medium,3-high 
yPatient Attribute System Primary Key AutoNumber NULL 
y Patient Attribute Attribute label ext (50) N. Name of attribute 

NULL | Unique ID 

F.G. 6N 
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yROOMATTRIBUTE TABLE: 
yRoom Attribute Last update Datefire NULL | Date and time of last update 
yRoom Attribute Attribute summary value Singie NULL Numeric value for roll-up summaries 
yRoom Attribute System Primary Key AON irrber NJ 
yRoom Attribute Room D Text(50) NULL Unique identifier 
yRoom Attribute Attribute Label Text (50) NU Name of attrite 
yRoom Attribute Attribute used as value Text(50) NULL value based on actual inherited usage 
yRoom Attribute Attribute intrinsic value Text(50) NULL Value assigned 

F.G. 6O 

yUNITATTRIBUTE TABLE: 
NULL | Date and time of last update 

Attribute summary value Single NULL Numeric value for roll-up summaries 
System Primary Key AutoNumber N. 

yUnit Attribute Unit Text(50) NULL Jnique identifier 
yUnit Attribute Attribute label Text(50) NU Name of attribute 
yUnit Attribute Attribute used as value Text(50) NULL value based on actual inherited usage 
yUnit Attribute Attribute intrinsic value Text{50) NULL value assigned 

F.G. 6P 

ARCHIVE EED CONFIGS ABE; 
ZArchived BedConfigs First valid DT 
ZArchived Red Configs last raid D. 
ZArchived Bed Configs 
ZArchived Bed Configs 
ZArchived Eed Contigs 
ZArchived BedConfigs Bedlabel 
ZArchived Bed Configs Room ID 

NULL First time that this config is valid 
Datefrne NULL. Last time that this config is valid 
AutoNumber 

NULL Unique unit identifier 
NU Comron name of bed 
NULL Unique room identifier 

ARCHWEDEVENSAEE 
ZArchived Events Message DT Date? time NULL. Date and time stamp via message (if 

ZArchived Events 
ZArchived Events 
ZArchived Events 

ZArchived Eyents ( 
-www.www.www. 

ZArchived Events Event data Text(50) NU Data waue associated with this event 
ZArchived Events Attribute abel Text 50) NULL Attribute affected if appropriate) 

(50. 

System Primary Key DateTime 

Location D Unique identifier of unit, room or bed (if 
appropriate) 

ZArchived Events Patient D 
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ARCHIVED PATENT ARBUS ABE 
ZArchived Patient Attributes last update Datefine Date and time of last u 
ZArchived Patient Attributes Attribute priority Byte NUL 0-ignore, slow,2-medium,3-high 
ZArchived Patient Attributes System Primary Key AutoNumber NU 
ZArchived Patient Attributes 
ZArchived Patient Attributes 
ZArchived Patient Attributes 

Patient D Text(50) NULLUnique ID 
Attribute value Text(50) NULL value assigned to attribute 

F.G. 6S 

ZARC-VED PATENTS TAB E: 
ZArchived Patients Patient DOB Date? Time NULLDate of birth 
ZArchived Patients Patient discharge DT Date?Time NULL. Date & Time patient was 

discharged 
ZArchived Patients Patient bed assigned DT Date?Time NULL. Date & Time patient was 

assigned to a bed 
ZArchived Pat Patient admit DT Date? Time NULL. Date & Time patient was 

admitted 
ZArchived Pat Last update Date? Time NULLDate and time of last update 
ZArchived Patie Patient preadmit DT Date? Time NULL. Date & Time patient was 

preadmitted (if appropriate) 
so 

ZArchived Patients System Primary Key AutoNumber NULL 
ZArchived Patients Patient qty units Long Integer NULL. Number of units this patient 

was assigned to during this 
Stay 

ZArchived Pat Patient LOS Single ULLPatient's Length Of Stay 
Archived Pat Patient D Text(50) ULL Unique Patient ID for this 

application 
Archived Pat Patient Medical Record Number Text (50) NU Patient's Medical Record 

number 
ZArchived Patients Patient Account Number Text(50) NULL Hospital's account # for this 

patient visit 
ZArchived Patients Patient admitted to Text (50) MUL location that patient was 

admitted to 
ZArchived Patients Patient admitted via Text(50) u location that patient was 

admitted via (PAT, ED, etc.) 
ZArchived Patients Patient discharged from Text(50) NULL Location that patient was 

discharged from 
ZArchived Patients Patient mi Text(50) NU Middle initial 
ZArchived Patients Patient finane Text(50) NU First Name 
ZArchived Patients Patient name Text(50) NULLast Name 
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ZARCHIVED ROOM CONFIGSAE E: 
ZArchived Room Configs First valid DT Date?Time NULL First time that this config is valid 
ZArchived Room ConfigsLast valid DT Date? Time NULL Last time that this config is valid 
ZArchived Room ConfigsSystem Primary Key AutoNumberNULL 
ZArchived Room Configs Room Label Text(50) NULL Label commonly used to refer to 

this room 
ZArchived Room Configs Room ID 
ZArchived Room Configs Unit ID 

Text(50) 
Text(50) 

F.G. 6U 

NULL Unique room identifier 
NULL unique unit identifier 

ZARCHIVED UNITATTRBUTE TAB 
ZArchived Unit Attributes Last update 

Attribute summary value ZArchived Unit Attributes 

ZArchived Unit Attributes System Primary Key AutoNumber NULL 
ZArchived Unit Attributes Unit D Text(50) NUL Unique identifier 
ZArchived Unit Attributes Attribute intrinsic value Text(50) NULt Walue assigned 
ZArchived Jrit Attributes Attribute used as value Text(50) NULL value based on actual inherited 

usage 

ZArchived Unit AttributesAttribute label Text(50) NULL Name of attribute 

Date? Time 
Single 

NULLDate and time of last update 
NUL Numeric value for roll-up 

summaries 

ARCHIVED FOO/ CONFIGS ABE: 
ZArchived Unit Configs First valid DT Date? Time NULL First time that this config is valid 
ZArchived Unit Configs Last valid DT Date? Time NULL Last time that this config is valid 
ZArchived Unit Configs System Primary Key AutoNumber MULL 
ZArchived Unit Configs Unit Label Text(50) NULL 
ZArchived Unit Configs Unit ID Text(50), NULLUricue unit identifier 

a UN SECURITY ABE: 
zUnit Security System Primary Key AutoNumber NU 
ZUnit Security Unit Write Leve Write access level for this user 

and Unit 
y Unit Read level | Read access level for this User 

and Unit 
zUnit Security Encrypted User ID 
ZUnit Security Encrypted Unit D NULL Encrypted Unique Unit ID 

Ajit Securit 

LL System Security Access Level for 
this user 

ZUnit Security i NULL D of initial view at login 
ZUnit Security Encrypted User Password 

Encrypted User ID NULL Encrypted User D 
User initial Unit NU Default Unique unit D at login 
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STAY TABLE: 
Data Sorce 

Patient Staw) internal Generated Jiue D 
Social Securit ADT 
Account Number AD Admitting Dr Nun 
Medical RecordNurnber AD Admittino Dr Marne t 
LastName ADT 
FirstName AD Attending rName AD 
MiddleName AD Discharge ate ADT 
DOB unit ischarge From 
Age internally generated from DOB AD 
Religion ADT Pre-Admit Date AD AD 
Gender AD PreAdmitiateBMO AD Enterface 
ADTService BMDRecAdmi)ai BA) 
BMDPrimaryService 3. Act at ADT AD 
BMDSecondaryService - r w Adriate BVD AD interface 
AD Patient Class AD Dischargel)ateAD AD 
EMD Patier Class 3. Discharge late BM) ADT interface 
ADTPatientType AD Discharge Disposition AD 
BMDPatientType W ervicing Facility AD 
Wildcator AD AnatoryStats AD 
Status Generated by ADT interface Patient Note:D B. 
BMDStatus EMD DiagiotelD BME 
Triacelevel 3D Place in Eed Date ADT 
SitterNeeded BD A. 
Security Precaution Needed BMD A 
NearMursestation Needed BAD W 
Ned PreslsolNeeded 3. Pending Discharge Date AD 
Pos resiso Needed 3M CreateUser. ADI Interface or BMD 
Contactisol Needed BMD CreateDate Internaiy Generate 
BedsideMonitor Needed 3, ADT interface or BMD 

F.G. 6Y 
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MANAGING PATENT BED ASSIGNMENTS AND 
BED OCCUPANCY IN A HEALTHCARE FACILITY 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. The present application is a U.S. continuation patent 
application of, and claims priority under 35 U.S.C. S 120 to, 
U.S. nonprovisional patent application Ser. No. 10/238,427, 
filed Sep. 9, 2002, which 427 application is incorporated by 
reference herein and which 427 application is a nonprovi 
sional patent application of, and claims priority under 35 
U.S.C. S 119(e) to, U.S. provisional patent application Ser. 
No. 60/317,784, filed on Sep. 7, 2001, which 784 application 
is incorporated by reference herein. 
0002 The present application further incorporates by ref 
erence U.S. patent application publication no. U.S. Ser. No. 

, which is the publication of U.S. nonprovisional 
patent application Ser. No. 12/119,664, filed May 13, 2008. 
The 664 application represents the filing of the incorporated 
784 provisional application as a nonprovisional application. 
0003. The present invention generally relates to the fields 
of automated resource management and virtual instrument 
technology. More particularly, the present invention relates to 
a real-time Support tool for patient bed assignments and other 
process in a health care facility and for profiling historical, 
current and future activities and events such as bed occupancy 
levels therein. 

BACKGROUND OF INVENTION 

0004 Most hospitals employ an Admission/Discharge/ 
Transfer (ADT) system for managing ancillary information, 
Such as admissions, discharge and transfer data about its 
patients. However, there are existing problems in ADT sys 
tems. One problem, for example, is the inability of current 
ADT systems to provide sufficient clinical information for 
appropriate patient placement. 

0005 Another problem area is the lack of accurate bed 
availability information. This generally results in lost admis 
sions and excessive wait times. 

0006 Inefficient communication while searching for the 
appropriate bed for a patient, is another problem. 
0007 High incidences of observation outpatients that 
occupy inpatient beds without payer authorization, is another 
problem. 

0008 Additionally, current ADT systems often lack the 
ability to access and provide meaningful historical, current 
and predictive data regarding bed occupancy levels and other 
activities and events related to the operation of a health care 
facility. 

SUMMARY OF INVENTION 

0009. The present invention satisfies, to a great extent, the 
foregoing and other needs not currently satisfied by existing 
systems. This result is achieved, in an exemplary embodi 
ment, by providing an integrated healthcare delivery network 
with enabling technology to maximize bed resources, man 
age varying census levels, and avoid patient diversions 
through real-time monitoring, automation and communica 
tion. 
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0010 Preferably, the present invention is embodied in a 
bed management system that interfaces with and comple 
ments existing health care facilities admission systems such 
as Admission/Discharge/Transfer (ADT) systems. The bed 
management system is an easy-to-use intelligent application 
that is designed to allow administrators, clinicians and man 
agers to easily access, analyze and display real-time patient 
and bed availability and related information from ancillary 
information systems, databases and spreadsheets. In other 
words, it enables users to see trends and relationships in 
hospital management data directly from their desktop per 
Sonal computers and/or handheld personal digital assistants 
(PDAs). 
0011. The present invention improves patient placement 
efficiency and saves time and money by assisting with the 
clinical and business decision process that occurs when a 
patient needs to be admitted to a hospital, for instance. The 
system includes the use of virtual instruments to provide a 
cross-functional view of enterprise status throughout a facil 
ity or organization. Decision makers can easily move from 
big-picture analyses to transaction-level details while, at the 
same time, safely sharing this information throughout the 
enterprise to derive knowledge and make timely, data-driven 
decisions. 

0012. The system of the present invention enables more 
efficient patient placement by, for example, reducing/elimi 
nating telephone calls and paper processes, and automatically 
matching patient requirements to available resources. In addi 
tion, it is an extremely powerful data warehouse and data 
mining tool that provides on-demand historical, real-time and 
predictive reports, alerts and recommendations. 
0013 The system of the present invention is real-time and 
mission critical. That is, it handles both scheduled and emer 
gency events. The system also assists with the clinical and 
business decision processes that occur whenapatient needs to 
be assigned to a specific bed location, for example. 
0014 Collectively, the system provides organizations or 
enterprises with an array of enabling technologies to: Sched 
ule/reserve/request patient bed assignments; assign/transfer 
patients from an emergency department and/or other clinical 
areas; reduce/eliminate dependency on telephone calls to 
communicate patient and bed requirements; apply statistical 
process control (SPC) and "Six Sigma' methodologies to 
manage occupancy and patient diversion; and provide admin 
istrators, managers and caregivers with accurate and on-de 
mand reports and automatic alerts such as through pagers, 
electronic mail, telephone and intelligent software agents. 
0015. Other features of the present invention include: 
easy-to-use visual navigation; intuitive interactive interface; 
easy queries; runs on standard computers; real-time, histori 
cal and predictive analyses; user configurable settings; 
remote access and control; geographical information system 
interfaces; text-to-speech conversion; interactive agent Sup 
port and alarms; automatic messaging via email, pagers, tele 
phone, etc.; integrated online help; file management and con 
figuration utilities. In addition to these features, the present 
invention bed management system is designed to protect 
patient confidentiality and be fully compliant with the evolv 
ing Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 
(HIPAA) regulations. A full security system is embedded 
within the dashboard to authenticate users, audit user access 
and assign users to definable system roles. These roles restrict 
both processes and the ability to view or change key data. 
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0016. With these and other advantages and features of the 
invention that may become hereinafter apparent, the nature of 
the invention may be more clearly understood by reference to 
the following detailed description of the invention and to the 
several drawings attached herein. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

0017 FIG. 1 is a diagram of the preferred embodiment of 
the bed management system of the present invention. 
0018 FIG. 2 is a diagram of an ADT interface as used with 
the present invention. 
0.019 FIGS. 3 and 4 are tables illustrating patient data 
extracted from an HL7 message received from the ADT sys 
tem of a health care facility. 
0020 FIG. 5 is a diagram of one embodiment of the data 
base of the present invention system. 
0021 FIGS. 6A-6Y are illustrations of the data tables and 
fields thereofas stored in the database of FIG. 5. 

0022 FIG. 7 is a diagram of the system of the present 
invention coupled to an authentication module for the net 
work of the health care facility. 
0023 FIG. 8 is an illustration of a login screen as used by 
the bed management system of the present invention. 
0024 FIG. 9 is an illustration of a role configuration 
screen as used for configuring the system of the present inven 
tion. 

0.025 FIG. 10 is an illustration of a user configuration 
screen as used for assigning roles to a user of the bed man 
agement System. 

0026 FIG. 11 is a diagram of one embodiment of commu 
nications and notification system of the present invention. 
0027 FIG. 12 is one embodiment of a user screen gener 
ated by the system for entering a patient into the bed manage 
ment system. 

0028 FIG. 13 is another embodiment of the user screen of 
FIG. 12 used for locating a patient. 

0029 FIG. 14 is one embodiment of a user screen for 
entering patient details into the bed management system. 

0030 FIG. 15 is one embodiment of a find bed user screen 
of the system for identifying an appropriate bed for a selected 
patient; the beds in the facility sorted by clinical units. 
0031 FIG.16 is one embodiment of a find bed user screen 
of the system for locating a bed for a selected patient, wherein 
any patient required bed attributes are entered into the bed 
management System. 

0032 FIG. 17 is one embodiment of a bed details user 
screen of the system for entering bed attributes for a particular 
bed into the system of the invention. 
0033 FIG. 18 is one embodiment of a placement informa 
tion and confirmation user screen of the bed management 
system. 

0034 FIG. 19 is one embodiment of an interactive user 
interface for the system showing a unit detail in a floor plan 
view. 
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0035 FIG. 20 is a user interface screen similar to the FIG. 
19 embodiment including a pending incoming patientactivity 
bar. 

0036 FIG. 21 is an illustration of legends for the unit 
detail floor plan views as used with the present invention. 
0037 FIGS. 22 and 23 illustrate user interface screens of 
the present invention for accessing unit details in that table 
views. 

0038 FIG. 24 is one embodiment of a user interface screen 
of the present invention bed management system showing 
patient and bed details for a selected patient as well as a 
patient schedule chart for the patient. 

0.039 FIG.25 is one embodimentofauser interface screen 
of the present invention bed management system for entering 
a transfer request for a patient. 

0040 FIG. 26 is one embodiment of a user interface screen 
of the present invention bed management system for sched 
uling a discharge for a patient. 

0041 FIG. 27 is one embodiment of a user interface screen 
of the present invention for matching the records of the bed 
management system of the invention with the records of the 
health care facility coupled thereto. 
0042 FIG. 28 is one embodiment of a census report gen 
erated by the system for accessing performance and census 
data for the clinical units, service groups and physicians of a 
health care facility. 
0043 FIG. 29 is one embodiment of an administrators 
report Summarizing the bed occupancy and census data of a 
health care facility. 
0044 FIG. 30 is one embodiment of a hospital summary 
chart generated by the present invention for providing a sum 
mary of the status of a health care facility. 
0045 FIG. 31 is one embodiment of an interactive physi 
cian discharge histogram report generated by the present 
invention for Summarizing the number of patient discharges 
as a function of time of day for a selected physician in com 
parison to all discharges. 

0046 FIG. 32 is one embodiment of a detailed report 
showing the number of discharges for a selected physician 
during a selected time period as compared to all discharges 
for the facility; the report is user interactive whereina user can 
specify variables to select a reconfiguration of the report. 
0047 FIG.33 is one embodiment of a productivity report 
generated by the bed management system of the present 
invention showing an average times for a discharge transac 
tion and room cleaning operation to be completed for all units 
of a health care facility. A lower portion of the report shows 
one embodiment of a standard deviation chart for the selected 
activity of cleaning a bed in all units of the health care facility. 
0048 FIG. 34 shows a detailed report generated by the 
system of the invention for comparing the performance of 
each unit of a health care facility for performing a selected 
activity. 

0049 FIG. 35 is a user interface screen generated by the 
system of the invention illustrating the use of intelligent 
agents to monitor and notify users of the system of the occur 
rence of a certain condition related to a health care facility. 
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0050 FIG. 36 illustrates an exemplary agent that may be 
configured to provide notification in the form of on-screen 
messages. 

0051 FIG. 37 illustrates another SPC chart that can gen 
erated by the data mining and reporting module illustrating a 
real-time control chart having pre-established upper and 
lower control limits. 

0.052 FIG.38 shows a sample chart showing a tank simu 
lation for a temperature valve. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

0053 Referring now to the drawings, FIG. 1 illustrates the 
preferred embodiment of the bed management system of the 
present invention generally referred to by the reference 
numeral 10. The bed management system 10 having a server 
computer or application server 12 is coupled to an admission/ 
discharge/transfer (ADT) system 14 of a health care facility 
(not shown) via an ADT interface 16 and a database server 18. 
The database server 18 having a database 20 coupled thereto. 
A client computer 22 having a user interface including a 
display 24, keyboard 26 and pointer 27 is coupled to the 
server computer 12. 
0054 Alternatively, the server computer 12 could be con 
figured as a Web server 30 connectable to client computers 32 
via the Internet as illustrated also in FIG. 1. 

0055 As will be discussed in detail hereinbelow, the pre 
ferred embodiment of the bed management dashboard or bed 
management system 10 of the present invention includes the 
following applications identified in FIG. 1 as a log-in module/ 
authentication module 34, security module 36, bed placement 
module 38, data mining and reporting module 40, utility and 
configuration module 42, data import and export module 44. 
communications and notification module 46, and an emer 
gency backup module 48. 
0056 Although, the embodiment of the bed management 
system 10 of the present invention is described herein having 
an ADT interface for coupling to an ADT system of a health 
care facility, it should be understood that the present invention 
bed management system is not limited in this regard and the 
system interface can be configured to couple the system of the 
invention to other types of admission systems or networks for 
health care facilities or in a broaderscope of the invention the 
system can be configured to interface with other types of 
systems or facilities. 
0057 Referring again to the system 10, FIG. 2 illustrates 
one embodiment of the ADT interface 16 system interface 
wherein the database server 18 is coupled to a health care 
facility's ADT system 14 via the ADT interface 16 and 
receives patient information therefrom. A Neon Interface 50. 
(a third party Interface engine) is coupled to and monitors the 
ADT system 14 for patient transactions and transmits Health 
Level Seven (HL7) messages consisting of patient informa 
tion in Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) format to a TCP 
receiver 52. As shown in FIG. 2, the TCP receiver 52 is a Link 
Medical Computing, Incorporated of Massachusetts, (Link 
Med) TCP receiver. A LinkMedscheduler 54 is coupled to the 
TCP receiver 52 and is configured to operate approximately 
every 10 seconds to determine whether or not any new HL7 
messages have been received by the TCP receiver. If an HL7 
message has been received, an HL7 parser 56 (LinkMed HL7 
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Mapper), parses the message and extracts therefrom compo 
nents of the message that are utilized by the bed management 
system 10. 
0.058 FIGS. 3 and 4 identify the patient data 60 extracted 
from an HL7 message and converted to and stored in XML 
(Extensible Markup Language) format by the HL7 parser 56 
for use by the system 10. The data extracted from the ADT 
system 14 and stored for use by the bed management system 
10 includes message data 62 wherein various fields store 
information related to each ADT message, including the ori 
gin, date and time of the message. The extracted data also 
includes patient ID data 64, which is general identification 
information for the patient including billing and account 
information for the patient. Datapertaining to the current visit 
of the patient to the health care facility is also retrieved from 
the ADT message and stored as patient visit data 66. Typi 
cally, the patient visit data 66 includes detailed information 
related to the patient's visit including the unit of the facility 
the patient is admitted to, information related to admitting, 
referral and attending physicians for the patient's visit, the 
Source of the admission, the date and time of the admission 
and expected discharge for the patient, etc. In the table shown 
in FIG. 4, the patient data 60 includes fields for additional 
patient visit information 68, merge fields 70 for identifying 
previous patient identification numbers for the patient, as well 
as clinical data fields and customized fields related to the 
specific health care facility 72. 
0059 Alternatively, the patient data received from the 
health care facility admissions department can be retrieved, 
formatted and stored for use of the bed management system 
10 using various other methods and configurations, thus the 
FIGS. 2-4 should be understood as only exemplary represen 
tations of the system and methods of the present invention. 
0060 An interface 58 is used to process the XML data 60 
and store the data 60 in the database 20 for use by the bed 
management system 10. FIG. 5 illustrates the fields of the 
database 20. The interface 58 also stores date and time infor 
mation for the processed HL7 message in a process file (not 
shown). If the message is flawed or an error occurred during 
the transmission or processing of the message, the interface 
58 is configurable to record the error and transmit an appro 
priate notification thereof to appropriate administrators for 
the ADT system 14 or the bed management system 10 of the 
present invention. 
0061 Referring to FIGS. 6A-6Y, the various tables and 
fields thereof contained in one embodiment of the database20 
are identified. Generally, the data stored in the database 20 is 
referred to herein as being either “patient data” meaning the 
data pertains to a patient, or “bed attribute data' wherein the 
data pertains to the attributes of the beds, or the health care 
facility. The data stored in the database 20 includes the patient 
data 60 retrieved from the health care facility as discussed 
above, and data that pertains to the facility, the beds, the staff, 
etc. The stored data is formatted such that the bed manage 
ment system 10 is capable of accessing and updating many 
different data fields related to the patient, the beds in the 
facility, the bed occupancy levels, the performance of the 
staff, etc. 
0062) etc. as well as current, historical, and future infor 
mation associated with the operation of the hospital. 
0063 As shown in FIG. 6A, the database 20 includes 
information related to the attributes and status of each bed in 
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the facility. FIGS. 6B and 6C illustrate data tables wherein 
messages and notes related to a patient, the patient's visit in 
the health care facility or the facility itself are identified and 
stored in the database 20. FIG. 6D illustrates a patient table 
shown that includes general information regarding the patient 
and requirements for the patient's care during the current 
hospital visit. Schedule information for the patient is stored as 
shown in FIG. 6E. FIGS. 6F-6I show tables for storing infor 
mation related to the rooms and units of the health care 
facility as well as other miscellaneous information for use by 
the bed management system 10. FIGS. 6J and 6K illustrate 
exemplary tables for storing information related to various 
attributes of the facility and the attribute value respectively. 
Similarly, FIG. 6L illustrates a table in database 20 for storing 
a bed attribute and the value thereof. Bed attributes include 
whether the room is positive or negative pressurized, whether 
or not the room has security or VIP capabilities, if the room is 
designated a male or female room or a unisex room, if the 
room is a private room, semi private, etc. The status of the 
beds and rooms are also stored in the database 20 as attributes 
such as whether or not the room is available or if the room has 
been cleaned or is scheduled to be cleaned as well as if the 
room is out of service for mechanical reasons such as the air 
conditioning or bathroom facilities are in need of repair, etc. 
0064 FIGS. 6M-6P illustrate tables of database 20 for 
storing events, patient attributes, room attributes and unit 
attributes. FIGS. 6C through 6W illustrate tables of the data 
base 20 for storing archived data related to events, patients, 
beds, units, as well as other information useful to the bed 
management system 10 for monitoring and managing the 
performance of a health care facility. Also stored in the data 
base 20 is information related to the staff and status of the 
rooms and units of the health care facility such as the number 
of employees assigned to a unit of the facility. 

0065 Thus, the database 20 stores all relevant information 
required to manage the patient bed assignments and the bed 
occupancy of the health care facility for normal operation as 
well as in emergency situations such as when a large number 
of beds are needed on short notice. 

0.066 FIG. 6X illustrates a unit security table where secu 
rity information is stored for controlling user access to the 
database 20. 

0067 FIG. 6Y shows apatient stay table of the database 20 
wherein information related to the patient's stay in the health 
care facility is stored. 
0068 Additionally, the database 20 may include addi 
tional tables similar to the Patient Schedule Table (FIG. 6E) 
and Patient Stay Table (FIG. 6Y) for storing historical data 
such that the bed management system 10 can provide better 
and faster access to data and reports regarding previous visits 
to the health care facility for a patient as well as the status of 
the facility at that time. 
0069. The database 20 is updated by the database server 18 
throughout the operation of the system in response to requests 
by System administrators, authorized users, the server com 
puter 12 or in response to messages from the ADT system 14 
or other client requests. 
0070 The system 10 includes an emergency backup mod 
ule 48 wherein a second database (not shown) is maintained 
for parallel storage of the data stored in the database 20. The 
second database is connectable to a backup server for oper 
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ating the system 10 and recovering the data in the database 20 
in the event of a malfunction of the system 10. 
0071 Additionally, the system 10 provides monitoring 
and reporting capabilities for monitoring the occurrence of 
certain symptoms or diseases or other parameter which may 
be relevant in an emergency situation or for research or other 
purposes. The system is configurable for monitoring, report 
ing, comparing, etc. any parameter or function thereof of the 
data stored in the database 20. This feature is also useful in a 
bed management system 10 configured to operate in conjunc 
tion with a plurality of health care facilities. 
0072 Referring again to FIG. 1, the bed management sys 
tem 10 includes a log-in authentication module 34 for pro 
cessing user log-in requests for the bed management system. 
The authentication module 34 can function independently of 
the health care facility network and assign and utilize indi 
vidual user login identification and passwords that are stored 
in the database 20 for each user of the bed management 
system 10. 
0073 Alternatively, as in the preferred embodiment of the 
bed management system 10, the login module 34 is coupled to 
the health care facility's network such that the health care 
facility's login system is used to authenticate a user's request 
to access the bed management system 10. Referring to FIG.7. 
a Novell(R) LDAP server 74 is utilized by the health care 
facility for user authentication and the bed management sys 
tem 10 is coupled thereto, such that a user can access the bed 
management system 10 using the same login identification 
name and password as he/she uses for access to the Novell(R) 
network of the health care facility. A typical login screen as 
displayed on a client computer 22 of the bed management 
system 10 is illustrated in FIG.8 whereina user's is prompted 
to enter a Novell(R) user ID at 76 and a password at 78. 
Additionally, the login module 34 can be configured to track 
and store data as to the use of the client computers 22 includ 
ing all users, logins and logouts for the system 10. 
0074 Additionally, a security module 36 shown in FIG. 1 

is coupled to the server computer 12 for controlling user 
access to the bed management system 10 as well as tracking 
all user activity within the system. The security module 36 is 
configured to provide various levels of security for using the 
system 10, including task level security, attribute level secu 
rity, and attribute value level security wherein actions per 
formed in using the system are referred to as tasks and each 
task has various attributes associated therewith. The security 
module 36 is configured to associate each user with a specific 
role, thus the levels of security in the system are based on the 
role of the user rather than the identification of the individual 
user, however, a user can be associated with multiple roles. 
0075. In using the bed management system 10 each task or 
attribute thereof is permitted only by users in certain roles, 
thus prior to executing a user requested task, the security 
module 36 verifies the role of the user and confirms that a user 
in that role can perform the requested task. Examples of task 
identifiers used with the security module 36 are: 
0076 module—does the user have the authorization to 
enter this module of the system, e.g. login module 34, Security 
module 36, etc.; 

0077 screen—can the user view a screen, e.g. health care 
facility Summary screen; task—view physician roll-up val 
lues, 
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0078 action use a pull-down to select various columns 
in a screen; 
0079 process—assign a patient to a bed; 
0080 indicator view an indicator, e.g. hospital occu 
pancy level indicator. 
0081. Thus, the security module 36 controls the use of the 
bed management system 10 on a task by task basis, wherein 
authorization for each requested task is verified based on the 
role of the user before the task is executed. The security 
module 36 is variably configured to ensure that the system 10 
satisfies HIPAA requirements including those related to 
patient privacy. 

0082 FIG. 9 illustrates a role configuration screen 79 
accessible from the utility configuration module 42 shown in 
FIG. 1. Using the screen 79, administrators of the bed man 
agement system 10 can configure users within each role and 
define authorized tasks for each role. Similarly, FIG. 10, 
shows a user configuration screen 80 also accessible through 
the utility configuration module 42 for configuring the roles 
of specific users of the bed management system 10. As shown 
at block 81, one or more roles can be assigned to a particular 
USC. 

0083. The utility and configuration module 42, shown in 
FIG. 1 is coupled to the server computer 12 for the use of 
administrators of the bed management system 10 to control 
and configure the operation of the system. The utility and 
configuration module 42 includes diagnostic screens and self 
checking status indicators for maintaining the operation of 
the system. Additionally, the module 42 includes control pan 
els for reviewing the status of active users, for creating admin 
istrative messages to be forwarded to users of the system and 
for configuring the system for security purposes including 
user and role security as discussed above. The utility and 
configuration module 42 is also utilized to configure the sys 
tem as to the conditions monitored by intelligent agents as 
well as all other user defined attributes of the bed manage 
ment system 10 as will be discussed further hereinbelow. 
0084) Referring to FIG. 11, one embodiment of the bed 
management system 10 is shown illustrating the communica 
tion system thereof. The system 10 includes a message han 
dler 85 for processing all messages and notifications for the 
system 10 including user notifications such as emails, fax 
messages, telephone calls, pagers, pop-up windows, etc. In 
the FIG. 11 embodiment, the message handler 85, includes a 
separate application to process messages of each type. Such as 
pager handler 87, Email handler 89, etc. Notifications include 
all messages forwarded to a user Such as Screen messages, 
messages sent to a user's email address or messages sent to a 
user's pager. The message handler controls all notifications 
and acknowledgements thereof. The message handler deter 
mines when a notification should be sent, how many times to 
send the notification as well as how the notification should be 
sent. Each user and user role has variably configured sets of 
Notify Methods configured via the utility and configuration 
module 42 such that the message handler knows how to 
forward any notification to each user or role. All communi 
cations between clients are processed through a packet router 
90. Upon creation of a message it is stored by a packet router 
90 in the database 20 and the message handler is notified that 
a new message has been created. If a message is destined for 
delivery to a role, each user logged in with the role is sent the 
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message. The packet router 90, packets all messages and 
forwards each to the proper recipients as well as sends and 
receives acknowledgments (ack/nak) for each message to and 
from the recipients thereof. FIG. 11 shows the database server 
18 and the packet router together, however it should be under 
stood that this arrangement is not necessary. 

0085. A data import and export module 44 is provided to 
facilitate the importing and exporting of data to/from external 
devices and applications. For example, the bed management 
system 10 is configurable to access and import data and 
applications from web servers or other external devices in the 
healthcare facility or related thereto. For example otherancil 
lary health care systems, such as clinical information systems 
that contain electronic medical records for a patient, clinical 
flowsheets, severity adjustment documents and other types of 
information can be integrated and processed by the bed man 
agement system 10 via the data import and export module 44. 
0086). Additionally, the system can interface through the 
data import and export module 44 with other external systems 
Such as nurse call systems wherein the bed management 
system is configured to assist or provide processing, moni 
toring, notifications of all activities related to and provided by 
nurse call systems. For example, if the bed management 
system 10 is coupled to the nurse call system of the facility, 
the data mining and reporting module 40 can be can monitor 
and report patient wait time for nurse calls, average response 
time by unit during a specific time period, etc. 

0087. The data import and export module 44 can also be 
used to couple the bed management system 10 to patient 
transport systems, housekeeping systems, food preparation or 
kitchen service systems for monitoring, reporting and control 
of ancillary services related to the health care facility. These 
systems can be interfaced with the bed management system 
10 using various methods including intelligent Voice recog 
nition technology and tools therefor. Additionally, the system 
10 is connectable to interactive TV systems of a health care 
facility, wherein a patient via the room TV can submit patient 
requests to the bed management system 10 for processing. 
Examples of patient requests of this type are typical nurse call 
requests such as food, water, bed cleaning requests, requests 
for assistance to use restroom or shower facilities, etc. 

0088 Also, the data import and export module 44 of the 
bed management system 10 can be configured to couple to 
other external devices and systems such as patient monitoring 
networks for example General Electric Medical Systems 
UNITY Patient Monitoring Network that monitors a patient’s 
Vital signs such as EKG, heartrate, oxygen saturation, blood 
pressure, etc. on a 24 hour basis. 
0089. Once logged into the system, the system can be used 
in various ways depending on the role of the user. For 
example, the bed placement module 38 shown in FIG. 1 
provides user and client access to information stored in the 
database 20 related to patient bed assignments and bed 
attribute information related thereto. The function of the bed 
placement module 38 includes providing user access to 
dynamic and interactive Sortable user interface Screens Such 
as the one shown in FIG. 12. 

0090 Referring to the userscreen 91 shown in FIG. 12, the 
bed placement module 38 assists a user to assign a patient to 
an appropriate bed in the facility by guiding the user through 
a set of process Screens that are used to identify and select an 
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available bed that meets the specific needs of an individual 
patient. The user screen 91, Place a Patient Find Patient 
screen, identifies three steps; step 1 at 92, step 2 at 94, and step 
3 at 96 that provide user friendly access to the data stored in 
database 20 for locating an available bed for a particular 
patient and assigning the patient to the selected bed. 
0.091 Referring to step 1 at 92, the user first enters various 
criteria to identify the patient. These criteria include the 
patients, last name, first name, date of birth or account num 
ber, for example. The criteria may also be of a general nature, 
Such as by patient status, pre-admits through a desired time 
period, or the type of medical service. By clicking the update 
list button 98, a user request is transmitted to the server 
computer 12 and the system 10 performs a search of the 
database 20 and returns a list of all patients meeting the 
specified criteria. The search is limited to the source field 
indicated at 100 (in this case, the Emergency Department, 
ED). The search may produce a plurality of patients as shown 
at 102 in Screen 104 shown in FIG. 13. 

0092 Referring to FIG. 13 at block 102, the system dis 
plays a sortable list of all of the patients meeting the specified 
criteria. The profiled list of patients 102 is sortable by status, 
last name, first name, gender, birth date, symptoms, diagno 
sis, arrival time, and every other one of the variable data fields 
included in the user display. The fields are variable such that 
all patient data available in the database 20 can be included in 
a sortable field of a user screen. 

0093. Referring to FIG. 14, a patient details screen 106 can 
be accessed by clicking on the name or row of a desired 
patient using the pointer 27 in the screen 104. The patient 
details screen 106 is populated by the bed management sys 
tem 10 using the patient data from the database 20. Alterna 
tively, a user having the proper authorization, as will be dis 
cussed hereinbelow, can view, enter or update the patient data 
accordingly. For example, if the patient is a security risk, 
indicated at 108, if the patient requires a negative pressure 
room 10, if the patient requires a telemetry monitor 112, 
(shown as required in screen 106), etc. By clicking the OK 
button 114, the bed management system returns to display the 
previous screen 104, shown in FIG. 13 as well as updates the 
database 20 accordingly as to the user updated information 
for the patient. 
0094) Referring again to FIG. 13 and the user screen 104, 
a user can continue with the bed assignment process by click 
ing the NEXT button at 96, after selecting a patient to be 
assigned to an appropriate bed. The system 10, then displays 
the screen 1, Place a Patient—Find Bed, shown in FIG. 15, 
where an available bed can be identified and requested. 
0.095 Referring now to FIG. 15, the Find Bed screen 116 

is illustrated wherein the available beds are profiled in a unit 
view at 118, that is selected using the view indicator at 120. 
Notice a bed view portion of the screen 122, is darkened and 
not activated in the unit view. As shown, the user has chosen 
to view all the units in the healthcare facility as indicated by 
the Unit Don't Care box 124 being checked. Additionally, the 
occupancy of the health care facility can be viewed based on 
a service group as shown at block 125. The update list button 
126 issues a client request to the server computer 12 to access 
and query the database 20 and update the data fields in the 
screen 116 accordingly. In the unit view 118 selected, current 
occupancy data for the entire healthcare facility is accessed in 
sortable tables. For example, the particular unit of the health 
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care facility is identified at 128, the current occupancy of the 
unit at 130, the pending occupancy at 132 includes detailed 
information for pending incoming and pending outgoing 
patients to the unit. The number of male beds in the unit is 
indicated at 134, number of female beds at 136, number of 
mixed beds at 138 (i.e., both male and female beds such as on 
a unit for newborns), private beds at 140, the number of 
non-committed beds at 142, (i.e., 2 beds that are in a semi 
private room, neither of which is occupied are non-committed 
beds, however once one is occupied by a female for example, 
then the remaining unoccupied bed is designated also as a 
female bed). Also, identified although not shown in screen, 
are the number of negative pressure beds, positive pressure 
beds, as well as the number of monitored beds including 
hardwired monitors and telemetry monitors. Additionally, 
information regarding the selected patient for the bed assign 
ment is identified including patient requirements in the Find 
Bed screen 116 as shown at 144. 

0096. The bed management system 10 includes the capa 
bility to view the current occupancy level of the facility as 
well as predictions for the occupancy level of the facility at 
future points in time. Future points in time as well as ranges 
thereof can be entered at the From and To blocks 146 and 148 
respectively and the point in time block 150. As mentioned 
above, each column in the screen 116 shown in FIG. 15 is 
Sortable by clicking on the column heading. 
0097. Referring now to FIG. 16, the Find Bed screen 116 
is illustrated wherein the available beds are profiled in the bed 
view 122, selected using the view indicator at 120. In this 
mode, the bed placement module 38 provides user controls 
for selecting the bed sex at 152, the monitoring capability of 
the bed at 154, isolation attributes for the bed at 156 and the 
current status of the bed at 158. Additionally, the user can 
specify the bed by service group at 160, the level of care at 
162, as well as a particular unit at 164. Additionally, the Find 
Bed screen 116, allows the user to query the database 20 for 
current available beds or for future availability by selecting a 
point in time at block 150 or a range thereofusing the From 
and To blocks, 146 and 148 respectively. 
0.098 Still referring to FIG. 16, by clicking the update list 
button 126, the user initiates a query of the database 20 
wherein the system returns a list 166 of all beds meeting the 
selected criteria. The user may select a bed from the list by 
clicking on the proper row in the list at 166. 
0099. A user may specify additional bed requirements 
using the screen 168 shown in FIG. 17. Once an appropriate 
bed is selected, the user is notified with a pop-up screen 170 
as shown in FIG. 18 wherein the name of the patient is 
confirmed, the selected bed ID, the expected arrival time for 
the patient and a field where any notes regarding the admis 
sion or otherwise may be entered. User confirmation of the 
placement information and confirmation screen 168 activates 
transmission of a message to be forwarded to the appropriate 
staff on the unit where the selected bed is located. The above 
identified process for assigning a bed to a patient takes 
approximately 15 seconds for a user to complete. 
0.100 The system 10 provides user friendly attributes 
throughout the system, for example, once a patient is assigned 
a bed, the patient's name displayed changes in color from red 
to black as well as a reserved column (not shown) being 
updated to indicate the patient has a bed reserved. 
0101 The bed management system 10 provides a plurality 
of interactive user screens containing data tailored to the 
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needs of a particular user or user role. FIG. 19 illustrates an 
exemplary embodiment of how patient information can be 
viewed in a dynamic and interactive Unit Detail floor plan 
mode, shown in screen 172. The unit details can also be 
viewed in a table mode using the tab at 174. In the embodi 
ment depicted, there is shown agraphical view of an intensive 
care unit, namely Bliss 10-E identified at block 175. Views of 
other units can be viewed using the pull-down indicator at 
176. The room number for each room on the unit is identified 
at 177 and each bed is presented as a square icon, generally 
referred to by the reference numeral 178, in a simplified floor 
plan view of the unit. In a preferred embodiment, colors are 
used to indicate the selected attribute of the patient or bed. For 
example, the display in FIG. 19 may be configured to show 
available beds using icons 178 in green and occupiedbeds in 
red. Additionally, the bed icons can be viewed in different 
colors depending on the attributes of the beds displayed. For 
example, the pull down selector 179 allows a user to view the 
icons for the occupied beds color-coded based on the sex of 
the patient. In this view the screen, 172 may display the male 
occupiedbed icons in blue and the icons for female occupied 
beds in pink. Flashing gray icons 178 may represent beds with 
pending discharges. Closed or inactive beds may be color 
coded black as is the bed icon 180. Many other color-coded 
options are available via pull-down selector 179. These 
include patient and bed attributes such as gender, monitored 
bed, negative pressure room, and type of medical service (i.e. 
cardiology, Surgery, orthopedics, etc.). In addition, each bed 
icon 178 can also display numeric values indicating how 
many hours remain until a patient is scheduled to be trans 
ferred or discharged. For example, the bed icon at 182 repre 
sents a patient having been requested to be transferred in 27 
hours. The triangle at the lower right corner of the icon 182 
indicates the receiving unit has not yet assigned a bed to the 
patient. Similarly, the patient in the bed represented by the 
icon 184 is scheduled to be discharged in 2 hours. Conversely, 
these numeric indicators can also indicate how long a patient 
has been in a given bed. This feature is important in that 
hospitals typically do not have an outpatient remain in a 
“outpatient status” for longer than 23 hours. The icon 186 has 
a triangle in the upper left corner used to identify the patient 
as an outpatient. The bed management system 10 can effec 
tively alert (via flashing icons, audible alarms, e-mail, pager, 
phone call, etc.) the appropriate personnel when this 23 hour 
threshold has been reached or is near. Additionally, the nega 
tive numbers are used to indicate past due transactions. For 
example, if a patient is still occupying a bed 2 hours past a 
scheduled discharge, then the icon indicators would be -2D 
representing the overdue discharge. 
0102 Based on the role of the user, all bed assignment 
tasks, patient discharges, transfers, etc. can be performed 
from the floorplan screen 172 as well as the table view screen 
for a unit. Still referring to FIG. 19, the buttons at 188 pro 
vides a user access to various other screens including details 
of the patient or beds in the unit. Additionally, bed activity can 
be viewed at 190 for a selected bed. The buttons 192 and 194 
provide a user access to additional Screens and information as 
to pending transfers and discharges respectively. A user can 
select a particular bed in the floorplan view by clicking on the 
icon representing the bed. The icon 196 having a black border 
indicates a selected bed. 

0103) The unit floor plan screen 172 shown in FIG. 19 
includes icons 198 to indicate the status of overflow beds. A 
legend indicator button 200 is provided to allow a user to 
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display an onscreen floorplan legend indicating the attributes 
of the bed or patient identified by color-coded or other repre 
sentations on the floor-plan view. Sample floor plan legends 
202 are shown on Screen 204 in FIG. 20 and in FIG. 21. 

0.104 Referring to FIG. 20, the bed management module 
38 allows a user to view pending activities for the unit, in a 
lower portion 206 of the floor plan view screen 204. The 
pending activity button 208 allows a user to select various 
pending activities such as incoming patients, pending trans 
fers, discharges, etc.; as shown in screen 204, the selected 
activity is pending incoming, thus details related to pending 
incoming patients to the unit are displayed or accessible to the 
user. The assign bed button 210, can be used by a user to 
assign a selected patient a selected patient. Once the patient 
has been assigned a bed, the patient bed management module 
initiates requests to update the database 20 accordingly. In 
addition, the screen 204 will be updated wherein the patient's 
name will turn change in color from red to black indicating 
the patient has been assigned a bed and the selected bed will 
be reserved accordingly. The acknowledge and discuss but 
tons 212 and 214, respectively can be used by a user to 
acknowledge activities requested by other users or to contact 
or confer with other staff members regarding certain tasks or 
for other purposes. Once the incoming patient arrives on the 
unit, a user can update the patient's status in the system using 
the transfer or admit process of the system 10 and bed man 
agement module 38 depending on the patient's situation. The 
system 10 will updated the database 20 accordingly which 
will remove the patient from the pending incoming list and 
add the patient to an admitted list. Also the bed data will be 
updated to reflect the occupied status. 

0105 FIG.22 illustrates a unit detail screen 216 in a table 
view. The screen 216 shows an occupancy level indicator 218 
identifying the current occupancy of the unit and a hospital 
occupancy indicator 220 that the system 10 provides to allow 
the user to monitor the status of the health care facility. Abed 
attribute indicator 222 allows a user to view the beds in the 
unit select based on a selected attribute thereof. (for example, 
the indicator 222 shown allows the user to view all of the beds 
in the unit). The screen 216 shows a particular bed selected at 
224 and an incoming patient selected at 226. As discussed 
above, a user can assign the selected patient to the selected 
bed using the assign bed button 210. FIG. 23 illustrates the 
unit detail screen 216 as updated, after the user assigns the 
patient 226 to the bed 224 as discussed above. The bed at 228 
indicates a Y in the reserved column 230. The patient infor 
mation at 226 has a bed ID number identifying the reserved 
bed. 

0106 FIG. 24 illustrates one embodiment of a patient and 
bed activity user screen 232 provided by the bed management 
module 38 for providing a user to view, access and update 
detailed information related to the selected patient, the unit 
and bed. Additionally, a lower portion 234 of the screen 232 
provides a user access to the patient schedule data for the 
selected patient. The patient schedule data is stored in the 
database 20 as shown in FIG. 6E. The user screen 232 
includes cancel buttons 236 wherein cancel requests for a 
selected scheduled event or request can be initiated by an 
authorized user. 

0.107 FIG. 25 illustrates one embodiment of a request 
transfer user screen 234 that is accessible to a user by select 
ing a patient in a unit view and clicking the request transfer 
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button shown referenced as 192 in FIG. 19. From the request 
transfer screen 234, the user can enter the details of a pro 
posed patient transfer in the blocks 236 and 238. Upon click 
ing the OK button, a transfer request is initiated by the bed 
management module 38 including updating the patient sched 
ule data and forwarding a message to the message handler 85 
regarding the transfer request. In turn, the message handler 
will create appropriate messages to all appropriate recipients 
of the message including a user or role user at the receiving 
unit. The message handler 85 also transmits any necessary 
notifications required concerning the requested transfer. 
Upon acceptance of the transfer by a staffuser at the receiving 
unit, the message handler 85 forwards a confirmation notice 
of the acceptance to the sending unit. 

0108. The bed management module 38 generates other 
user screens for handling various tasks associated with man 
aging the bed assignments and bed occupancy of the health 
care facility. For example, FIG. 26 illustrates a user screen 
240 generated by the system 10 wherein a user can schedule 
a patient discharge. 

0109) The database 20 can be merged with the ADT sys 
tem to maintain accurate records in the bed management 
system 10. The bed management system 10 is designed to 
complement the network of the health care facility thus the 
merge function of the system 10 is not configured to update 
the ADT system 14, rather the database 20 is updated to match 
the records of the ADT system. FIG. 27 illustrates one 
embodiment of an admit processing screen for merging the 
records of the bed management system 10 with the appropri 
ate record stored in the ADT system 14. The bed management 
system 10 can match an individual patient by name or provide 
a user with a list of all patients in the ADT system 14 upon 
user specification of the patient match filter indicator 244. A 
user can then select the correct patient record in each of the 
upper table listing of the patient records 246 of the bed man 
agement system 10 with the lower panel listing of the patient 
records 248 of the ADT system records. Clicking the match 
records button 250 merges the selected records wherein the 
bed management system 10 is updated to match the records of 
the ADT system. 

0110. Additionally, decisions for patient placement can be 
centralized or de-centralized. The bed management system 
10 of the present invention provides for communication 
between all users of the system. The source and status of all 
decisions are automatically tracked and stored in the database 
20. Additionally a monitoring process is capable of detecting 
and initiating notifications for any process delays. For 
example, Admitting or Emergency Departments can be auto 
matically notified of bed placement decisions or delays 
thereof, if appropriate. 

0111. It should be readily recognized that the bed manage 
ment system 10 of the present invention is capable of provid 
ing a variety of Screens showing one or more additional fea 
tures not previously discussed. For example, the bed 
management monitor 40 can generate upon request, pending 
activity charts showing both pending incoming and pending 
outgoing admissions, transfers and discharges for each unit, 
service group or for the entire facility. In the pending activity 
charts a user can define the scope of the displayed events in 
time increments. For example, the display will include only 
events that will occur in the next 3 hours, the next 12 hours, 
etc. Also, details of the origin of each request are accessible, 
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Such as information as to who made each request and when 
the request was initiated. In a preferred embodiment, a Pend 
ing Activity Screen may be divided into upper and lower parts, 
where the top table shows the amount of pending activity 
coming in, and the bottom table shows the pending activity 
that is outgoing for a specified unit, service group, facility, 
etc. 

0.112. The bed management system 10 can also interface 
with other ancillary information systems such as staffing or 
“time and attendance' systems and clinical information sys 
tems. This capability allows the system 10 to provide a wide 
array of multidimensional data such as: available (and 
required) staffing levels to meet occupancy demands, clinical 
information that may be useful in determining triage plans, 
etc. 

0113 Further, each of the user screens depicted in Figures 
include button features along the bottom of the screen for 
accessing features as printing, and navigating to various mod 
ules (i.e., Unit Details, Place Patient, Find Bed, etc.). 
0114. As will be apparent to one skilled in the art, the bed 
management system 10 assists the staff with everyday pro 
cesses within the health care facility as well as provides 
summaries and analysis of the records for the entire facility or 
a portion thereofas well as the records of individual patients. 
The system 10 is configurable to provide efficient access to all 
parameters stored in the database 20 as well as Summaries or 
analysis thereof. Administrators, program directors and the 
like, may view data over a wider scope that encompasses 
multiple units, services or physicians, for example. Longer 
term, retrospective reporting is also Supported, both by user 
configured screen-based Summaries, as well as by third party 
tools. 

0115 The server computer 12 of the bed management 
system 10 can also be interfaced to a health care facilities 
accounting system for generating reports in response to user 
queries regarding the budget and capacity of the facility. 
Alternatively, budget and financial data pertaining to the 
health care facility can be input and stored in the database 20 
for use by the bed management system 10. 

0116 FIG. 28 shows an example of a census report 252 
generated by the data mining and reporting module 40 that 
includes stratified census and budget details for the entire 
facility including Summaries by unit, inpatient, out patient, 
acute units, non-acute units and service groups as well as 
budgeted discharge, length of stay and care day statistics. The 
report 252 also profiles average midnight census, peak cen 
Sus, including time and date thereof, maximum numbers of 
beds licensed for each unit as well as actual numbers of 
available beds for each unit. As mentioned above, a unit may 
have 40 beds licensed or available and staff for only 30 beds. 
Thus, the report 252 profiles the utilization of the entire health 
care facility. The data mining and reporting module 40 also 
generates comparative models for comparing the data of units 
or groups. Additionally, the bed management system 10 is 
configurable to provide Summary reports similar to the census 
report 252 that profile and provide comparative models and 
reports for a plurality of health care facilities. 

0.117 FIG. 29 shows an admissions coordinator (AC) 
report 254 generated by the data mining and reporting module 
40 in response to a user request that profiles census informa 
tion including bed occupancy and availability for a healthcare 
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facility. To generate the report 254 a user selects a date and 
time for the data to be reviewed. Current and future reports 
can be generated. In the example report 254, each unit of a 
health care facility is listed by the service provided, the maxi 
mum number of beds, available beds, current occupancy, 
future (point in time, PIT) occupancy, resources, AM dis 
charges (morning), male beds, female beds, mixed beds, pri 
vate beds, non-committed beds, pending incoming and pend 
ing outgoing patients, monitored beds, negative pressure 
beds, positive pressure beds, comments, and added. This type 
of report 254 is useful for identifying available beds as well as 
managing bed capacity and occupancy levels of the health 
care facility. Additionally, a report such as the report 254, is 
useful to clear as many beds as possible if a large number of 
beds are needed on short notice Such as in a major emergency. 
Many other data Summaries and analysis reports can be gen 
erated by the data and reporting module 40 in response to user 
requests or automatically on a reoccurring basis for the use of 
the staff or administrators of the health care facility. 
0118 FIG. 30 shows an example of a hospital summary 
report 256 generated by the data mining and reporting module 
40 of the system using Statistical Process Control (SPC) 
tools, including control and run charts, pareto analysis and 
multi-parameter analysis as well as other analysis tools. The 
data mining and reporting module 40 is particularly useful for 
monitoring and analyzing parameters in real time, such as 
patient occupancy and throughput, referral and payment pat 
terns and network activity for the health care facility. 
0119 Referring again to FIG. 30, the hospital summary 
report 256 illustrates the use of table and pareto charts to 
profile various units and status Summaries thereof. The chart 
258 is includes both cumulative and pareto graphs showing 
the total occupancy for all units of a health care facility. A 
total occupancy indicator 260 identifies a current total occu 
pancy count for the facility is 709 at block 262. A user can 
select a particular service group to profile at the limit display 
by service block 264. The report 256 presents a table display 
266 of the current status of each unit of the healthcare facility. 
A table 268 shows totals for all of the units in the facility. The 
report 256 is an example only, in that the parameters dis 
played are variable and can be configured to display any 
available data stored in the database 20 as wells as functions 
thereof. For example, the patients could be aggregated by 
time of admission, length of stay, admitting diagnosis, etc. 

0120 Additionally, the patient statistics included in the 
report 256 can be displayed and analyzed by service or phy 
sician by using the indicator 270. Alternatively, the data sum 
maries can be displayed using gauges 272. The gauges 272 in 
the report 256 display data such as monitored beds, average 
emergency department placement time, etc. 

0121 FIG.31 a physician discharge histogram report 275 
generated by the data mining and reporting module 40. The 
report 275 shows a graph of the number of physician dis 
charges 278 vs. the time of day 280. The total numbers for the 
all units of the facility are included in the dark bar graph 282, 
(all units selected using the pull-down indicator 284) vs. the 
discharges by a specified physician in the white graph 286 as 
selected in the physicians list at 288. The time frame for the 
graph is selected for one month using the indicator 290. 
Additionally, the time frame can be defined by the user by 
selecting user selected at the indicator 290 and entering a 
range of dates or dates and times at blocks 292. Also, details 
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for the discharges for a particular time period, or bar of the 
chart, can be reviewed by selecting the particular bar in this 
case (1900 hour bar is selected at 294) and by clicking the 
pareto selected bar 296. 
0.122 FIG. 32 illustrates a physician discharge report 298 
including a graphical representation showing all of the phy 
sicians and the number of patient discharges each had at the 
selected time period of 1900 hours as shown in the time of day 
indicator block 300. Zoom controls for the chart are shown at 
3O2. 

0123 The number of discharges by each physician during 
the specified time range is included in the table 304. 
0.124 FIG.33 is an example of a compliance productivity 
report 306 generated by the data mining and reporting module 
40 that graphically identifies the occurrence of specific events 
as a function of time in minutes. For example, the upper 
portion of the chart 308 shows the average time for all units 
(selected at 310) to complete a patient discharge during a 
specified time period at blocks 311 and 312. As shown in the 
chart 308, the average time to complete transport of a patient 
313 is 20 minutes (for example, the time taken to transport the 
patient from the unit to the lobby), the discharge was docu 
mented at 314 and actually entered at 316. Also shown at 318 
is the time average time for all units in the health care facility 
to Submit a cleaning request, shown as 40 minutes, and the 
average time to complete cleaning of the room at 320 is 70 
minutes. The report 306 can be used to improve turn-around 
time for the beds in a health care facility. 
0.125 The lower portion of the report 306 is a histogram 
322 of the selected event (in this case the average time to clean 
a bed for all units of the facility with +-3 standard deviations. 
FIG. 34 shows a detailed analysis of the average time to clean 
a bed by unit. The FIG. 34 graph 328 showing the average 
time for cleaning a bed by unit was generated by the data 
mining and report module 40 in response to a user selecting 
the average bar 324 shown in graph 322 of FIG. 33 and 
clicking the pareto selected bar 326. The table 330 shows the 
average time for cleaning a bed by unit for each unit of the 
facility during the time frames indicated. Further details for 
each unit and the staff thereof are accessible by selecting a 
particular unit. 
0.126 The capabilities of the data mining and reporting 
module 40 through the use of analytical tools such as SPC and 
six sigma methodologies, as well as others allow the bed 
management system 10, to provide innumerable reports and 
analysis of the data stored in the database 20 as well as data 
exported from other applications and sources such as those 
mentioned above. For example, in the chart shown in FIG.35. 
a trauma registry chart is shown wherein over 12,000 patients 
have been stratified and profiled into 252 unique diagnosis 
related groups (DRG). The chart in FIG. 35 details the top 20 
most frequent DRG catagories. 
0127. The SPC tools and other analytical tools are useful 
to visualize large data sets in a graphical form. The control 
chart shown in FIG. 35 is useful to view the variations of a 
process, using a series of rules and algorithms the SPC tools 
are used by the system 10 to distinguish between normal 
variation and special cause variations. 
0128 FIG. 37 illustrates another SPC chart that can gen 
erated by the data mining and reporting module 40 illustrating 
a real-time control chart having pre-established upper and 
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lower control limits. An LED indicator turns red if a data 
element falls above or below the specified control limits. The 
lower left corner of the chart includes a range chart wherein a 
range of successive sample data points. The histogram in the 
upper right quadrant of the chart profiles the distribution of all 
data elements in real time. The data mining and reporting 
module can be configured to generate reports such as this for 
all of the stored data in the database 20 as well as functions 
thereof. 

0129 FIG.38 shows a sample chart showing a tank simu 
lation for a temperature valve, however this type of chart can 
also be generated for the health care facility data in the data 
base 20 as Suggested in the drawing. The heater could indicate 
directed resources from a bed manager or unit manager to 
appropriate units or service groups. The valve could be used 
to indicate if additional staff needs to be added to the health 
care facility. 
0130. The types of graphical reports and user interfaces 
identified above assist the staff and administrators of the 
health care facility to view and analyze information that may 
otherwise go unnoticed. The system 10 also notifies the users 
of any such situations as discussed herein. In addition, tools 
such as these help users plan for the future based on historical 
and current events. Predictions can be made and assist to 
coordinate allocation of resources. For example, the histo 
gram shown in FIG. 37 might be useful in determining peak 
occupancy or demand for the health care facility by time of 
day, day of week, week/month of the year, etc. This informa 
tion can then be used to optimize access hours, staffing 
assignments and other resources related to the operation of 
the health care facility. 
0131) A key feature of the bed management system 10 of 
the present invention is its use of intelligent agents to provide 
assistance and alert the user of important alarm conditions 
that may otherwise go unnoticed. These agents can be con 
figured to provide notification in the form of on-screen mes 
sages, using technology Such as Microsoft's Merlin MSAgent 
332 shown in FIG. 36, or via electronic notification (i.e. 
e-mails), pagers, facsimiles, synthesized Voice phone mes 
saging, and/or the like. 
0132) These online agents 332, as depicted in FIG. 36, are 
constantly monitoring and analyzing pre-configured or user 
defined patient, unit, facility, census information, etc. The 
agents 332 monitor and predefined conditions or situations, 
Such as a high census in a unit (i.e. no available beds), exces 
sive Emergency Department placement time for a particular 
patient, or delays in responses to placement requests. 
0133. The agents 332 can be configured to identify key 
indicators on reports or data stored in the database 20 related 
the health care facility or patients thereof. Such as occupancy 
levels (number of available beds, number of monitored beds, 
etc. based on user defined thresholds and scope Such as unit or 
facility limitations; outpatients who exceed 23 hour threshold 
in a bed; patients who have deviated from a critical path in 
which specific clinical protocols are applied to specific popu 
lations of patients, i.e. patients who have had a coronary 
bypass graft, CABG; patients who have underwent lateral 
transfers or have gotten bumped from one unit to another 
because of a more acutely ill patient needed the first patients 
bed; or patients who were admitted to non-ideal units due to 
lack of available beds in the ideal unit. 

0134) Other possible events or conditions that one or more 
agents 332 can be configured to monitor and report are Such 
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things as the average wait time in the emergency room 
wherein certain thresholds are predetermined; the activities 
of patients who have (or potentially have) communicable 
diseases and/or are immune Suppressed (and therefore require 
either positive or negative pressure rooms); if the patient is a 
VIP; if the patient is being placed into a bed that is or will be 
occupied at the time of placement. Additionally, the agents 
332 can monitor and report daily events such as admitting and 
discharge profiles by time of day, day of week, month of year, 
by physician, patient population, etc. These type of reports 
are especially important to hospitals because hospitals can 
make a major impact on their throughput and revenue collec 
tion if they can discharge more patients earlier in the day (i.e., 
before 11 am) instead of later in the afternoon. 
0.135 Additionally, the intelligent agents 332 can be con 
figured to provide alerts and notifications for innumerable 
conditions throughout the health care facility and the pro 
cesses of the bed management system 10 related thereto such 
aS 

0.136 alert for a bed manager or role user that a particular 
physician wants his patient to be on a specific unit and/or bed; 
0.137 alert that a male patient is being placed into a female 
designated bed; 

0.138 alert that that a patient suspected of having an air 
borne contagious disease (such as tuberculosis) is not being 
placed into a negative pressure room; 

0.139 alert that a hospital census has surpassed 90, 95 or 
100% of capacity or other threshold; 

0140) alert that a number of monitored beds (i.e., telem 
etry, hard wired) beds has surpassed 90, 95 or 100% of capac 
ity or threshold; 
0.141 alert that a number of available or staffed beds has 
surpassed 90, 95 or 100% of capacity or other threshold; 
0.142 alerts as to the status of outpatients who have 
exceeded 23 hours in outpatient capacity; 
0.143 alerts as to placement of a patient away from a 
nursing station who should be placed near a nursing station; 
0144) alerts of patient who might be a security risk (i.e., a 
gang member) placed near another patient that could increase 
the security risk (i.e., a rival gang member). Note that this 
security risk might not be created not only from the patients, 
but possibly also from their visitors; 
0145 alerts of attempted access to a user's account (secu 
rity alert); 
0146) alerts if average wait time in the Emergency Room 
exceeds a specified limit (i.e., 2 hours); 
0147 alerts that a specific surgical procedure should be 
delayed or cancelled due to unavailable beds (for example); 
0.148 alerts as to delays in patient transfers and/or dis 
charges; 

0.149 alerts as to unoccupied beds which due to house 
keeping delays or mechanical problems; 

0.150 alerts related to delays in bed turnaround times, such 
as that housekeeping delays that exceed targets (i.e., exceeded 
20 minute target); and 
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0151 alerts on patient discharge entries that have been 
made more than 4 hours after the actual discharge occurred. 
0152 The above-identified list of possible conditions or 
data that can be monitored by configuring the intelligent 
agents 332 accordingly are possibilities for example only. 
The data mining and reporting module 40 can be configured 
to monitor any configuration of the data stored in the database 
20 or reports or other analysis generated therefrom. 
0153. The above description and drawings are only illus 
trative of preferred embodiments which achieve the features 
and advantages of the present invention, and it is not intended 
that the present invention be limited thereto. By leveraging 
the power of current state-of-the-art software methodologies 
and open architecture standards, the bed management system 
of the present invention improves patient placement effi 
ciency and saves time and money by assisting with the clinical 
and business decision processes associated with patient 
admissions, transfers and discharges. This integrated technol 
ogy directly benefits health care providers, payers, and 
patients. 

0154) However, it is also envisioned that the bed manage 
ment system of the present invention may be useful in appli 
cations other than a hospital environment, such as nursing 
homes, hotels, across multi-facility organizations as well by 
state or other agencies responsible for monitoring access (i.e. 
intensive care beds available statewide during a natural disas 
ter) and the like. 
0155 The foregoing description of embodiments of the 
invention have been presented for the purpose of illustration 
and description, it is not intended to be exhaustive or to limit 
the invention to the form disclosed. Obvious modifications 
and variations are possible in light of the above disclosure. 
The embodiments described were chosen to best illustrate the 
principals of the invention and practical applications thereof 
to enable one of ordinary skill in the art to utilize the invention 
in various embodiments and with various modifications as 
Suited to the particular use contemplated. It is intended that 
the scope of the invention be defined by the claims appended 
hereto. 

What is claimed is: 

1-71. (canceled) 
72. A method for providing a message notification associ 

ated with care of a patient in a health care environment, 
comprising the steps of 

(a) receiving a message from a source: 

(b) receiving location information associated with a 
patient; 

(c) outputting, in a geospatial arrangement via a graphical 
user interface, the location information associated with 
the patient and a notification of the message from the 
Source; and 

(d) updating the graphical user interface when a change 
OCCU.S. 

73. The method of claim 72, wherein the change of step (d) 
comprises a change in the location information associated 
with the patient. 

74. The method of claim 73, wherein the source comprises 
a computer system. 
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75. The method of claim 74, wherein the message com 
prises transfer or discharge information. 

76. The method of claim 74, wherein the message com 
prises a patient attribute or a bed attribute. 

77. The system of claim 72, wherein the geospatial 
arrangement comprises a floor plan view of the health care 
environment. 

78. The system of claim 72, wherein the geospatial 
arrangement comprises a map of the health care environment. 

79. The method of claim 72, wherein the geospatial 
arrangement comprises a geospatial-type view of at least a 
portion of the health care environment. 

80. A system for providing a message notification associ 
ated with care of a patient in a health care environment com 
prising: 

(a) an output device capable of displaying, in a geospatial 
arrangement via a graphical user interface, a location 
associated with a patient and a status of a message from 
a source; and 

(b) a message notification engine capable of 
(i) receiving a message from a source, 
(ii) receiving information associated with the patientina 

health care environment, comprising a location asso 
ciated with the patient, 

(iii) outputting, in a geospatial arrangement via agraphi 
cal user interface for an output device, the location 
associated with the patient and a status of the message 
from the source, 

(iv) providing access to a user to receive the message 
from the source, and 

(v) updating the graphical user interface when a change 
OCCU.S. 

81. The system of claim 80, wherein the change of step 
(b)(V) comprises a change in the location associated with the 
patient. 

82. The system of claim 81, wherein the source comprises 
a computer system. 

83. The system of claim 82, wherein the message com 
prises transfer or discharge information. 

84. The system of claim 82, wherein the message com 
prises a patient attribute or a bed attribute. 

85. The system of claim 80, wherein the geospatial 
arrangement comprises a floor plan view of the health care 
environment. 

86. The system of claim 80, wherein the geospatial 
arrangement comprises a map of the health care environment. 

87. The system of claim 80, wherein the geospatial 
arrangement comprises a geospatial-type view of at least a 
portion of the health care environment. 

88. A computer-readable medium containing computer 
executable instructions that provide a user interface for pro 
viding a message notification associated with care of a patient 
in a health care environment, comprising: 

(a) a geospatial view of a health care environment; 

(b) at least one indicator associated with a location of a 
patient in the health care environment; and 

(c) at least one indicator of a message from a source. 
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89. The computer-readable medium of claim 88, wherein 
the source comprises a computer system. 

90. The computer-readable medium of claim 89, wherein 
the message comprises transfer or discharge information. 

91. The computer-readable medium of claim 89, wherein 
the message comprises a patient attribute or a bed attribute. 

92. The computer-readable medium of claim 88, wherein 
the geospatial view of a health care environment comprises a 
floor plan view of the health care environment. 
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93. The computer-readable medium of claim 88, wherein 
the geospatial view of a health care environment comprises a 
graphical representation of a plurality of rooms in the health 
care environment. 

94. The computer-readable medium of claim 88, wherein 
the geospatial view of a health care environment comprises a 
geospatial-type view of at least a portion of the health care 
environment. 


